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1. Abstract 

Covid-19 has caused the whole sporting calendar to be paused, however as we look to navigate through the 

return to play (RTP) process, there is a particular need to consider the needs of all athletes. This commentary 

specifically considers recommendations and requirements for the female athlete. 

 

2. Background 

As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, sports science and sports medicine colleagues are concerned 

with maximising the safety of athletes in return to play (RTP), and minimising all short- and long-term health 

risks. Considerations for female athletes may differ from males in several ways discussed here.   

 

Data from China and Italy show that men are more likely to be infected with COVID-19 (51.0-66.7% of 

those infected are men;39), and are more likely to experience COVID-19-related mortality (70% of the deaths 

in Italy thus far, were men;30). A number of underlying causes have been proposed: Firstly, behavioural and 

cultural factors: men are more likely to smoke,24 and have comorbidities associated with a greater risk of a 

worsened outcome from the virus, such as hypertension and diabetes.13 Distinct immunological differences 

exist between men and women, expressed upon activation with a virus.19 This has, in part, been attributed 

to the X chromosome, which appears to have a role in innate and adaptive immunity.9 More specifically, 

genes encoded by the X chromosome result in a lower viral load, and less inflammation. Sex hormones can 

also have divergent effects on the immune system and oestrogen has been purported to have immune-

protective properties.37 As a result, women have greater numbers of CD4+ T cells, typically producing 

higher levels of antibodies.9 One hypothesis surrounding viral entry of COVID-19 focuses on the 

angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2) receptor,23 with one study showing greater ACE-2 receptor 

expression in men.42  

 

As ever, significantly more research is needed to understand how the parameters of COVID-19 differ in 

women, controlling for other lifestyle and behavioural factors and the significant cultural differences that 

exist among countries. Existing reports do not account for women at different stages of their life cycle (e.g., 
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prepubertal girls, reproductive-aged women, peri-menopausal and post-menopausal women), where 

hormonal profiles are different. Typically being fit and healthy, younger in age, of female gender and with 

no comorbidities, female athletes are at lower risk of experiencing severe symptoms and a fatal outcome if 

infected with COVID-19,41 compared to their male counterparts. However, as our understanding of the virus 

is still in its infancy, both the potential short- and long-term effects of COVID-19 infection in female athletes 

are unknown. It is also essential to better understand transmission, particularly to those who may be more 

vulnerable, including older support staff and co-habiting family members of athletes.   

 

3. Emerging from lockdown: return to play and ‘the new normal’ 

Rates of COVID-19 infection are plateauing or reducing in many countries and the sporting community is 

pushing to RTP, albeit in a state of ‘new normal’. However, this is associated with substantial risk, 

particularly as social distancing measures are highly challenging or impossible to implement in many sport 

training and competition environments. Diagnosing cases of COVID-19 in athletes and staff and isolating 

them from the team environment will be essential to avoid further disruption. Robust immuno-protective 

recommendations and a specific focus on recovery processes appear necessary. In team sports, detraining of 

important physical qualities associated with performance, a reduction in competitive match fitness and sport-

specific skill and contact training, together with a congested schedule once competitive games are resumed, 

is likely to result in a high incidence of injury (Table 1).  

 

4. COVID-19 testing and symptom tracking 

Comprehensive strategies for regular nucleic acid amplification (molecular) and antibody (serological) 

testing for COVID-19 antigen are warranted, together with daily monitoring of COVID-19 symptoms.29 The 

molecular tests will identify athletes with an active SARS CoV-2 infection, allowing appropriate 

interventions to be put in place to manage the course of illness and to prevent transmission. The serological 

test has the potential to identify athletes who have previously been exposed to the virus, which serves two 

purposes. Firstly, it will help identify athletes who have not been exposed, and are therefore susceptible to 

infection. Secondly, it will identify those athletes with neutralizing antibodies and potential immunity. 

Asymptomatic athletes presenting with a negative molecular test and a positive antibody test are unlikely to 

be contagious and may have protective immunity against SARS CoV-2 although further data are needed. 
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Athletes commonly underreport symptoms, particularly where this may prevent or delay return to sport 

training,26 therefore, the capturing of biomarker data relating to general wellness and recovery, for example 

inflammation and redox homeostasis, could be advantageous. Indeed, it is noteworthy that increased 

oxidative stress has recently been reported in both injured and ill elite athletes when longitudinally 

monitored.22 Where full recovery has not been accomplished prior to resumption of habitual training, the 

subsequent risk of overreaching (progressing to non-functional overreaching and overtraining), further 

illness, and musculoskeletal injury is increased. While daily molecular and serological testing is not feasible 

for all sport participation, at a minimum, frequent monitoring of symptoms and temperature should be 

implemented. Those athletes reporting symptoms in line with COVID-19 should be instructed to self-isolate, 

and depending on the severity, training may need to be temporarily halted16. Other markers such as resting 

heart rate and heart rate variability may also be useful for tracking recovery. In menstruating women, it is 

important to account for physiological changes in basal body temperature7 and resting heart rate38 when 

undertaking daily measurements, as fluctuations in ovarian hormones influence these markers. There is also 

the potential for menstrual symptoms to be concurrent with COVID-19 symptoms, for example, 

experiencing achiness, fatigue, nausea and headaches. Tracking menstrual cycles and symptoms alongside 

temperature, heart rate and potential COVID-19 symptoms would reduce risk of potential ambiguity. 

 

5. Cardiopulmonary 

The systemic nature of COVID-19 emphasises the need for comprehensive medical screening of athletes 

prior to RTP. Recommendations for screening of cardiac4 and respiratory health16 of athletes have been 

published with no differentiation between approaches for males and females. Hull et al. recommend that 

those who have been hospitalised due to COVID-19 infection should undergo full cardiac screening prior to 

return to physical activity and those who had mild symptoms should undertake a prolonged rest period and 

conservative RTP strategy (10-day period of rest from onset of symptoms plus seven days after symptom 

resolution).16 While this strategy is recommended to minimize the possibility of viral myocarditis in athletes 

returning to full training too early,16 performing less strenuous activity during this recovery period that is 

consistent with the guidelines published for the general population has been recommended to promote anti-

viral immunity and hasten viral resolution.34   
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Comprehensive cardiac screening should be performed in athletes who have been hospitalised with COVID-

19.  Failing to identify COVID-19-related heart scarring or latent myocarditis could result in an upturn in 

exertional sudden cardiac death in the future, and we have an opportunity to study and prevent this upon 

reintroduction to sport across both sexes. Regarding gender specific considerations post-COVID-19 

infection, some research suggests that the incidence and outcome of pneumonia and myocarditis can be more 

favourable in women,2,10 however, there are currently too many unknowns for different approaches in men 

and women.   

 

6. Mental health 

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on psychological and emotional health must also be considered. A 

survey completed by FifPro found almost twice the number of female soccer players to exhibit depressive 

symptoms compared to men.11 A recent systematic review also concluded that elite female athletes are more 

susceptible to anxiety than their male counterparts.31 It is therefore possible that the impact of isolation and 

other aspects of the pandemic on mental health is greater in women.    

 

Women’s sport is also under huge financial strain. In some sports, professional athletes have already been 

furloughed,5 and in others, the absence of competition will likely result in no or very limited income, clearly 

resulting in a significant degree of anxiety. While these issues are not exclusive to women, the likelihood is 

that more women will fit into this category. Resources to support mental health should be made readily 

available as highlighted in Table 1. 

 

7. Injury risk/facilities  

For a variety of reasons, women are less likely to have access to specialist facilities and equipment to 

maintain their fitness during isolation. Many women are also less likely than their male counterparts to have 

access to the specialist sports medicine support to facilitate recovery when competition is resumed. This 

warrants particular attention if there is increased congestion to scheduling. This clearly highlights the need 

for the consideration of gender when evaluating requirements for RTP as highlighted in Table 1.  
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Research in elite women’s soccer, youth soccer, collegiate female soccer, lacrosse and basketball, has shown 

an increase in non-contact injury prevalence either in the first month after preseason, or in the early part of 

the season.3,12,18 One study attributed this to the levels of physical and physiological fitness not being 

appropriate to withstand the intensity and frequency of competitive games. An increased risk of injury has 

also been shown in female athletes after a two- to three-week winter holiday break.32 The present COVID-

19 scenario has no historic parallel in male or female sport, but the 2011 National Football League (NFL) 

lockout that lasted nearly 19 weeks offers clues about the imminent risks of injury. Upon resumption of 

training and competition, 12 Achilles tendon ruptures occurred, ten of which were in the first 12 days, and 

this was double the number expected, based on historical averages across the whole season.28   

 

Epidemiological studies in women’s soccer show that women are less likely to sustain an injury than men, 

however, where injuries are sustained, severity is greater and RTP is longer.21 Specific risk areas for the 

female athlete in team sports are ankle and knee injuries,21 therefore, a focus on risk reduction strategies 

targeted at preventing these injuries is warranted during this period of isolation and during the early phase 

of RTP (Table 1). Increased psychological stress and negative life event stress are also associated with an 

increased risk of injury,36 further delineating the importance of managing load and monitoring mental health 

where possible (Table 1). 

 

Women’s sports facilities and training areas are also likely to be smaller, and budgets inferior to those in 

men’s sports. This may make following best practice/government guidelines around social distancing and 

ensuring appropriate processes are followed to reduce risk of virus transmission for example regarding 

cleaning more challenging. Where possible, advanced planning needs to be made to facilitate as smooth a 

return to play as possible (Table 1).  

 

8. Menstrual cycle monitoring 

The menstrual cycle is often termed a ‘vital sign’, providing an indication of overall health status.1 A regular 

menstrual cycle is associated with an adaptive physiological state and provides a robust indication that the 
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hypothalamic pituitary gonadal (HPG) axis is functioning correctly, and not exposed to excessive stress.35 

Examples of common stressors known to disrupt the HPG axis include inadequate fuelling strategies, 

psychological stressors, excess physical stress or significant alterations to physical stress, travel, and 

insufficient sleep.14,17 It may be the case that many female athletes experienced these stressors during the 

pandemic, and may be contributing to an immune dysregulation.33 Therefore, changes to menstrual patterns 

are likely, with the potential for an increased number of symptoms. 

 

In light of the increased risk of illness and injury associated with amenorrhoea,27 and the positive association 

between inflammatory markers and menstrual symptoms,6 tracking menstrual cycles and symptoms provides 

a means of monitoring relative total body wellness in female athletes, and can be used as one marker for 

consideration in the RTP process (Table 1). Low energy availability, in particular, is associated with a delay 

in recovery from illness, injury and general exercise training, thus it is particularly important to avoid a 

calorie deficient state during this period.27 A couple of recent studies have shown combined hormonal 

contraception users to have higher blood concentrations of certain inflammatory markers8 and markers of 

oxidative stress,20 however the impact this may have on viral activation and response is not known. Another 

study has shown medroxyprogesterone to have a degree of viral immunosuppression, but the same has not 

been found for other forms of progestin.15 While it is clear that more research is needed here, it would be 

advisable to take extra care when monitoring training load and wellness in those using hormonal 

contraception.      

 

9. Conclusions 

While the threat of COVID-19 remains, and with no vaccination imminently available, it would seem 

essential to undertake daily monitoring of athletes to capture any symptoms that are consistent with SARS 

CoV-2 infection, including raised body temperature. This is a minimum precaution to protect athletes, 

support staff and their families and to prevent further competition- and league-wide competition shutdowns. 

Frequent monitoring of resting heart rate, biomarkers of inflammation and oxidative stress, where possible, 

and menstrual cycle tracking, would further augment athlete care while sport adapts to a new normal and the 

influence of COVID-19 gradually subsides. Across the board, history points to a lack of inclusion and 
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consideration of female-specific needs in scenarios such as these,25,40 but we have an opportunity to provide 

parity in athlete care across sport as it emerges from this unprecedented hibernation.  Where resources are 

limited, practitioners should be directed to undertake comprehensive medical evaluations of athletes who 

have suffered significant symptoms or hospitalisation.    

Table 1- Key points table for consideration on return to play in female athletes.  

While in isolation Considerations 

COVID-19 infection, or presence of 

symptoms in line with COVID-19 

Mild symptoms: undertake a 10-day period of rest with a 

gradual return to play, which is monitored throughout. 

Hospitalisation: undertake a comprehensive biomarker and 

cardiac screening with a gradual return to play only when key 

markers are back to normal. 

Exercise training and injury risk Where the situation allows, attempt to maintain physical 

fitness. ‘Maintenance’ maybe a more appropriate goal than 

‘progression’ to avoid placing excess stress on the immune 

system, and reduce risk of injury during a period where sports 

medicine support is severely limited. Individualise training 

plans based upon previously identified strengths and 

weaknesses.  

Where relevant and possible, consider the specificity of the 

training stimulus. 

Mental health Make mental health resources available to athletes. 

Maintain regular communication with athletes 

Menstrual cycle monitoring Tracking of cycles and symptoms; where significant 

abnormalities are seen, attempt to identify and manage 

causation, alongside modification of training. 

General health and well-being Place extra attention on following a varied and sufficient diet, 

meeting sleep requirements and optimising recovery. Avoid a 

state of low energy availability. 
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Return to play  

Testing and monitoring in elite athletes Conduct regular molecular (nucleic acid amplification) and 

antibody (serological) testing. Athletes with a negative 

molecular and a positive antibody test, provided they have no 

other signs or symptoms of viral disease, should be considered 

safe to resume training and social contact.  Seronegative 

athletes should be monitored closely as they are most 

susceptible to infection. Athletes with a positive molecular test 

should be isolated and managed/monitored for illness severity 

Daily monitoring of body temperature and symptoms 

(alongside menstrual cycle monitoring to account for natural 

physiologic changes). 

Where possible, weekly monitoring of biomarkers, such as 

those of oxidative stress and inflammation. 

Deploy cardiac screening as appropriate. 

Exercise training and injury risk A gradual re-implementation of sport-specific physical fitness 

training that was not able to be maintained during the lockdown 

period. 

Mental health Make mental health resources available to athletes. 

Menstrual cycle monitoring Continual tracking of cycle and symptoms; where significant 

abnormalities are seen, attempt to identify and manage 

causation, alongside modification of training. 

General health and well-being Continual focus on sleep, and nutrition, with a priority on 

recovery particularly in circumstances where scheduling is 

more congested, alongside following guidance around social 

distancing. A state of low energy availability should be 

avoided. 
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